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Martyn Crucefix reviews
Jane Burn, Sarah Barnsley
and John McCullough

Be Feared
Jane Burn
Nine Arches Press, £9.99

The Thoughts
Sarah Barnsley
Smith/Doorstop, £10.99

Panic Response
John McCullough
Penned in the Margins, £9.99

Hugh MacDiarmid, to whom Jane Burn alludes in one
of these poems, famously said his job as a poet was
not to strain over a tit’s egg, but to erupt like a
volcano. Burn’s new collection is volcanic in the flow
and vigour of its ideas and spectacularly figurative
language. The pressures released are a response to
the deracinating action noted in How the river takes
whatever you pray: “I was planted and then I was
ripped up / by the root I lost my place on the
soil”. Burn echoes Donna Williams’ 1998 book on
Autism and Sensing: “In the time before mind, there
was . . . no self where entity-separateness is
established and loneliness is born. Before all this was
another time. A place of magic lost”. What Williams
terms “the unlost instinct”, the autistic person’s
sense of wholeness of being, propels Burn’s startling
and revelatory treatments of Nature, yet Be Feared
also shows an individual whose “transmundane”

perceptions of the world are at odds with convention.
Burn’s voice celebrates a world saturated with
meaning and often tends to the incantatory or
hymnic. So Mrs/Mother Hail invokes an undefined
female deity with the rhetorical devices and phrases
of conventional religion, but what is praised are the
ordinary details of windowpanes, “scratched spoons”,
potatoes and (marvellously) the “quiet chapel of
upturned cups”. Burn’s spiritual sense contrasts any
kind of orthodoxy. Look at me, lingering outside this
murdered church finds her declaring that “My hymns
are huge” and The Cursing Psalm addresses a remote
God, channelling a particularly irritable Rilkean voice:
“Was there ever a time you were listening?” In the
absence of “entity-separateness”, Burn writes
stunning pieces about encountering the natural
world. In Poor blackbird crumb, the bird has smashed
into a window and died. But the poem’s perspective
is unexpected: “we threw our house in front of its
flight/ it broke upon fraudulent glass this is how
we close ourselves// off from the world”. The
accidental drowning of a hedgehog is treated with
the same utter conviction in Is Autism/Covid
happening to someone/somewhere else? (so many
saccharine traps avoided here). The collection opens
with Trepanation, a kind of apotheosis of this
viewpoint. I’m guessing the title is figurative, but the
“opening” of the brain is once again an ecstatic
release from habitual/inculcated perception: “I
opened my head to the luminous fusion of stars/
let myself wear the incredible weight of night”.
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But such joyousness has a dark flipside in a world
where few share such a view. The gifts she got at
birth suggests that before puberty, the girl has been
“punched … slapped … humiliated … fingered…
smacked… called ugly/weird”. Idiosyncrasy married to
the desire to be loved makes for vulnerability to
exploitative behaviours. So you made a thousand shit
decisions remembers an abusive marriage, an
entrapment also recalled in the tellingly titled
Aubade to the Noise of Chainsaws. The self-
censorship of one who feels unworthy, out of place, is
conveyed in There are things that give me away if you
know how to look: “I see the bad things I have done,
or have said. Let me/ tell you how much that makes
me hate myself/ harm myself”. But Jane Burn, the
writer, brims with a self-confidence and a revelatory
vision of things. As her version of Red Riding Hood
says: “I am not going to stick to the path, not / when
there is such mystery in the wood” (Red).

Sarah Barnsley lists compulsions associated with
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) in The
Thoughts: “mental checking, mental chanting,
repeating phrases or numbers in your head, scanning
yourself or your environment, arguing with yourself,
trying to solve the issue, avoidance of the thoughts,
and ruminating”. The book’s epigraph, from Poe’s The
Imp of the Perverse, suggests the experience is like the
dizzying, irresistible approach to a precipice, despite
the effort of reason that “deters us from the brink”.
Barnsley’s work presents numerous, further
comparisons which take the reader into the maelstrom
of OCD as well as its strange, sometimes comedic,
impact. In The Fugitive, the speaker finds a prison has
literally fallen into her head, unbeknown to anybody
else, yet the experience proliferates in irresistible
detail: “support staff, the governor, probation officers”.
Elsewhere the experience of OCD is likened to being a
pest control officer, a never-off-duty police officer, like
peering from a bird hide. The high point of such
comparisons is My Illness as a Collection of Ladders,
an 80-line tour de force in which the speaker is
plagued by ladders as unwanted, awkward
companions: the absurdities are played with a straight
face, reaching heights of the weirdly surreal, yet also
giving a genuine sense of the individual’s suffering.

OCD’s obsession with details, protocols, rule-
following and the resulting anxieties give rise to
Barnsley’s frequent use of IT images. The necessity
of, yet obscure threat implied by “login and
password” appear in Private and Confidential, while
the repeated checking of emails and the exasperating
nit-picking over “terms and conditions” reflect
something of the OCD experience. At times, Barnsley
presents these issues with humour, particularly
through her extraordinary inventiveness with form.
Here are poems as draft memos, research proposals,
academic essay titles, job descriptions, a chess-like
checkerboard, a four-panel mirror, a tick-box exercise
and, in Help Wally!, a children’s puzzle in which the
reader is invited to match the correct emotional
response to a graduated list of external events.

In fact, The Thoughts – as befitting its
unconventional subject matter – contains very few
‘conventional’ lyric/narrative poems. Particularly
effective are those in which we get nothing but the
stream of consciousness of the obsessive-
compulsive personality. Virginia Woolf Has Fallen
Over gives us the full, bewildering, switchback ride
of fears and anxieties resulting from the fact that a
Woolf book has toppled over on a shelf. Whether
played for the humour, the compulsions or the
psychological suffering OCD involves, Barnsley’s
work makes a plea against the tendency to
‘categorise’ those who suffer from it. These poems
want readers to appreciate:

We are pilots, lorry drivers, lawyers, firefighters,
artists, opticians,

we are managers in retail.

We are people in examples in these texts that try
to help.

(Examples)

John McCullough’s fourth collection also dwells on
anxiety and panic, though his tone is more reflective,
after the event, the triumph of his work being that it
preserves a tender openness, a porosity to
experience, despite such difficulties. This is reflected
in his ‘magpie’ quality (Google making polymaths of
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us all): his delighting in scientific, linguistic
(especially etymological) and historical (especially
literary historical) information. This also leads him to
new experiments with a form of listing seemingly
unrelated details, inclining one thing against another
in anticipation of a relationship being struck up.
Glass Men does this well, the “orbit” of seeming
randomness being the brittle nature of (especially
men’s) mental health. The suitably titled Scrambled
Eggs moves from an observation about the
etymological roots of the word “panic” to memories
of Watford, Christmas trees and Pringles.

McCullough’s use of this form flirts with the edge of
chaos, yet also, as in Error Garden, becomes a way of
exploring the idea that “[t]hinking is always chasing,/
the mind approaches then loses impossible quarries”.
Of course, the controlling author has not really left
the building and, in Oops, I Did It Again’ – besides
channelling Britney Spears and Noel Coward –
McCullough suggests such assemblages seem “like
failures only for a while”. Indeed, there is a faith here
in the possibility, even the desire, “to be lost in a new
and beautiful manner”. This is from the poem titled
&, significantly memorialising John Ashbery. If all this
sounds a bit cleverly allusive, the experience of
reading Panic Response is anything but.
McCullough’s voice (I’m inclined to say ‘personality’
though in this postmodern age…) is seductive, likably
open and honest, evidently concerned for others’ as
much as his own dilemmas. Letter to Lee Harwood
addresses the late, great Brighton poet from the
depths of on-going environmental and Covid panic:
“I need your gentleness”. Pour moves from
Coleridge’s writings to thoughts of Brighton friends
and “what/ they’re up to in this moment – fucking
and washing up/ and snorting K, listening to
podcasts”.

As in Reckless Paper Birds (2019), the city of
Brighton is a character in these new poems.
Appropriately, many of its buildings are constructed
from bungaroosh, “a marmalade of broken bricks,
cobblestones, flints/ set in mortar that liquefies
slowly when wet”. The instability and provisionality
of bungaroosh answers to McCullough’s sense of

lived experience. His poem on the subject ends: “You
can exist/ as an unsettled structure/ and wear any
precarious face you have”. This is uttered as much in
self-persuasion as helpful advice to friends and this
book records many moments of fracture, the
crashing of heart and mind, of English panic. But
Crown Shyness closes the book. Its title alludes to
the fact that trees reach out, but do not quite touch
each other, hence negotiating a liveable balance or,
as McCullough puts it, they conspire: “Latin
conspirare,/ to breathe together”.

Martyn Crucefix’s recent publications include
Cargo of Limbs (Hercules Editions 2019) and
The Lovely Disciplines (Seren 2017). Translations of
Peter Huchel (Shearsman 2019) won the Schlegel-
Tieck Prize 2020. A Rilke Selected is due from
Pushkin Press in 2023.
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